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Late on Oct. 18, two car bombs exploded in Escalon, a wealthy suburb of San Salvador, wounding
at least five civilians and causing damage to businesses and cars. According to police, the bombs
exploded at 8 p.m. at different points in the residential area of Escalon, located west of the capital.
One of the bombs exploded in a car parked just a few feet away from the fast-food hamburger
restaurant "Biggest," authorities said. Witnesses told UPI about 50 people were in the restaurant at
the time. According to restaurant worker German Portillo, five employees including the manager
were seriously injured, and five other cars were destroyed in the explosion, none of them occupied.
Nicolas Salume, owner of the "Biggest," said estimated damages were $100,000. Police said the
second bomb exploded about two minutes later in a car parked just 200 yards from the restaurant,
and a few hundred yards from the presidential residence. The explosion caused no injuries but
damaged at least 17 businesses in a nearby shopping center, including restaurants, beauty salons
and small shops. AP reported that a rescue worker claimed one person had been slightly injured by
flying glass at the second bombing site. On Oct. 20, the New York Times reported that eight persons
were wounded in the bombings, three seriously. No one immediately claimed responsibility for the
bombings. Later, in a communique given to local media, the Jose Manuel Arce Urban Command,
a new rebel urban group claiming alliance with the FMLN took responsibility for the car bombs
and warned it would use its guns to "bring to justice American military advisers, the oligarchy
and political leaders of major parties" until "the oppression of our people ceases." The car bombs
were the first used by the guerrillas in seven months. The previous three car bombs this year, for
which the FMLN claimed responsibility, were primarily incendiary devices. The latest bombs were
powerful, blowing one vehicle to bits and throwing parts of another onto a 20-foot-high roof. (Basic
data from UPI, AP, 10/19/88)
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